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ABSTRACT

Public concern related to a policy may span a range of topics.
As a result, policy discussions struggle to deeply examine any
one topic before moving to the next. In policy deliberation research, this is referred to as a problem of topical coherence. In
an experiment, we curated the comments in a policy discussion
to prioritize arguments for or against a policy proposal, and
examined how this curation and participants’ initial positions
of support or opposition to the policy affected the coherence
of their contributions to existing topics. We found an asymmetric interaction between participants’ initial positions and
comment curation: participants with different initial positions
had unequal reactions to curation that foregrounded comments
with which they disagreed. This asymmetry implies that the
factors underlying coherence are more nuanced than prioritizing participants’ agreement or disagreement. We discuss how
this finding relates to curating for coherent disagreement, and
for curation more generally in deliberative processes.
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INTRODUCTION

Coherence in online policy discussion refers to the consistency of the topics within a thread of comments [67]. When
discussion participants are regularly off-topic, or move away
from topics too quickly, the behavior leads to an incoherent
discussion that cannot deeply consider a policy issue. Too
much attention on a single topic is also limiting, although in
practice online policy discussions often result in far more than
one topic being deeply considered [12, 14, 28, 31, 43, 71].
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Low coherence in online discussions about political issues has
been observed across various forms of digital media: newspaper comment threads [14, 43], political [12] and non-political
discussion forums [28], social platforms [31, 44], and field
trials of advanced policy deliberation systems [29]. Although
there are many recommendations [3, 11, 13, 70, 73] and prototype designs to encourage people using an online discussion
system to build on the existing discussion [35, 38, 75], this empirical research indicates that supporting coherence remains
an unresolved design challenge.
Here we examine the relationship between coherence and
a commonly referenced design lever to affect the ways that
people contribute to an online discussion: content curation [1].
Curating a comment thread means choosing which comments
to include [14, 73], how to order those comments [40], and
when to present them [49]. Such curation is useful when
the chronological order of a comment is less relevant than
its content (e.g., demoting profanity [14, 40] or highlighting
political opinions [52, 53]).
Much of the work on comment curation has focused on how a
reader’s agreement or disagreement with the content presented
affects their willingness to read or engage with it [55, 59, 74].
This is a tough sell, as most people prefer agreeable content
most of the time [42, 53]. When people encounter content
that challenges their own position, people may downvote it
[10, 40], request fact-checks [36], or actively avoid it [20, 23].
This tendency to avoid disagreeable content raises questions
about whether, when people do participate in discussions that
feature positions contrary to their own, they are more likely to
go off topic or introduce new topics, i.e., be less coherent.
In this paper, we extend this line of work to explore how
curating comments around particular positions on a policy
issue might affect new posters’ willingness not just to reply but
to reply coherently, increasing the chance that their comment
furthers the discussion. We present results from an experiment
that asked Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT) crowd workers
(“Turkers”) to consider a proposed policy amendment to the
AMT participation agreement to offer partial payment for
rejected work. This proposal was presented in the context of an
online discussion where comments were curated to prioritize
arguments for or against the policy. We collected participants’
initial positions of support or opposition to the policy as well
as their comments and examined how agreement with the
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position in the curated comments correlated with their own
comments’ coherence with existing topics.
Overall, participants were less likely to add comments that
cohere with existing discussion topics when the thread curation disagreed with their initial perspective. However, this
was largely driven by people who disagreed with the proposed partial payment policy, who were especially unlikely
to contribute comments that cohere with existing topics when
seeing a thread that prioritized support for partial payment.
By contrast, people who agreed with the proposed partial
payment policy were more likely to add topic-coherent comments regardless of whether the curated comments were for or
against partial payment. This asymmetric relationship between
comment curation and coherence with opposition in a policy
discussion suggests that designers of both discussions and
discussion forums need to consider factors beyond whether a
person agrees with a particular position when considering how
to support effective participation.
COHERENCE AND CURATION IN POLICY DISCUSSIONS

In a discussion, topics advance as participants reply and respond to each other along a common thread of subjects [4, 27,
67]. In this context of analysis, coherence is a function of how
recent comments remain on the same topics introduced by the
existing comments, which “seed” the discussion [67]. Without
a coherent discussion of the pros and cons of a policy topic,
it is impossible for a deliberating group to carefully weigh a
policy issue [6, 26, 66].
Policy deliberation scholars have developed a few research
methods for studying how groups of people talk with each
other during a discussion about policy or civic issues [4]. For
example, the Discourse Quality Index (DQI) is a communication coding scheme that is used to understand a policy
discussion in terms of the speeches that people make during a
discussion and how others might respond (e.g., with interruptions, counter-argument, or incivility) [65]. While the DQI is
useful for studying the range of positions and level of respect
during a policy discussion, a single speech may incorporate
multiple topics to present a cohesive argument.
As an alternative, policy deliberation scholar Stromer-Galley
[66, pg. 9] has developed a communication coding scheme
to study policy discourse at the thought level of analysis: A
thought is defined as an utterance (from a single sentence
to multiple sentences) that expresses an idea on a topic. A
change in topic signaled a change in thought. Stromer-Galley
and Martinson [67] expand on the definition of topic, to characterize thoughts that add new topics to the discussion, versus
thoughts that address the materials that establish the policy
issue discussion (called “structuring topics”) or thoughts that
address topics that emerge through the ongoing exchange
(called “interactional topics”). Stromer-Galley and Martinson
[67, pg. 201-205] apply what they refer to as a dynamic topic
analysis to measure coherence with the interactional topics,
by tracking whether new thoughts add to or divert from topics
already seeded in the discussion.
We chose these methods of characterizing and measuring coherence for multiple reasons. First, Stromer-Galley [66] has
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been applied in research revealing a lack of coherence in online discussion forums [28, 31]. Second, we found that the
analytic granularity of distinguishing between coherence with
the structural versus interactional topics was useful in our experimental design, which controls both the structuring and
available interaction topics in the seeded discussion thread.
Third, when people do post their thoughts to an online discussion forum, they are often in the form of comment(s), which
felt closer to Stromer-Galley’s definition of a thought than the
DQI’s notion of delivering a speech.
Coherence is one of a much broader set of concerns around
deliberative discussion [4]. In this paper, we zoom in on
coherence with the interactional topics because talking-with,
and not -past, others in discussion is a fundamental precursor
to deliberation [6, 26, 33] that is rare in online discussions [12,
64, 72], even more so when people disagree [42].
Curation and Disagreement

Disagreement is useful for small group and public decisionmaking. To quote John Stuart Mill’s argument for why groups
should not ignore opposition, “If the opinion is right, they are
deprived of the opportunity of exchanging error for truth; if
wrong, they lose what is almost as great a benefit, the clearer
perception and livelier impression of truth produced by its
collision with error” [50]. However, the individual experience
of disagreement in a group can lead to feelings of threat [22,
42, 63], and people’s reactions to these feelings can negatively
affect the group [51, 41, 69]. This tension between value to
group and threat to individual arises in a number of computer
supported cooperative work (CSCW) contexts where people
conflict with each other [19].
One potential lever designers have to manage disagreement
and encourage engagement is comment curation: they can
choose which comments are displayed, when, and in what
order. Common strategies include showing the most recent
comments, the most popular comments, and recommending
personalized comments people would prefer to read [1, 53].
Many of these strategies, notably the popularity-based and
personalized algorithms, tend to give people more of what
they already like [57].
In this article we examine how coherence in an online policy
discussion is affected by curating the discussion to promote
either pro or con statements about a policy [40, 53]. Thread
curation is particularly important when there are many [40]
(and redundant [35]) comments in the discussion. In a policy
context, thread curation can also be applied as a civic engagement lever to expose people to different views of an issue [42,
37, 52, 70, 64].
However, there is a tension in just how much opposition to
present [53] and how its presentation affects a person’s willingness to express their view [55, 59, 74]. This is especially risky
for curation strategies that favor one side of a position over
another, as might happen when trying to choose comments
based on agreement or disagreement with a given participant’s
position, or to ensure that a particular view is heard. Further,
even position-neutral strategies such as chronological order
might naturally lead to situations where the discussion appears
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to be tilted toward one side or another, simply because the
most recent subset of comments tend to agree [40].

it on the left, and the comment discussion thread with a comment box on the right (Figure 1). Like RegulationRoom, the
interface did not include up/down voting or other lightweight
mechanisms for engaging with the content as our focus was
specifically on topical coherence of comments rather than
other behaviors.

Curation and Cognitive Dissonance

Managing the amount of disagreement present in a curated
comment thread is important because it is easy for people to
avoid disagreement online [42]. While online discussion can
provide people with an opportunity to form community around
shared values [15, 30], properties of digital environments also
enable people to stay silent among the “invisible audience” of
a policy discussion [5, 25, 60].

To set basic interface design elements we first prototyped the
interface. We varied the placement of the comment text box
(above or below the discussion thread) and the length of the
discussion thread (short, with 3 seeded comments, or long,
with 20 seeded comments that required scrolling) and tested
these design variations in a pilot HIT.

There are various reasons why people remain silent in the face
of opposition. When a person’s views are challenged they can
experience cognitive dissonance, which can be unsettling and
elicit an avoidance response [20, 23, 54], as people generally
prefer not to be challenged [53]. Many people also feel unable
to argue their positions, either due to a lack of training in
argumentation, lack of leisure to study a particular policy
matter [33, 63], or social risks of stating a position publicly
[56, 64, 69].
These factors can discourage engagement with discussion topics when people see opposition in the thread, but might also
encourage alternate forms of engagement that actively avoid or
reduce the dissonance, such as by up/down voting comments
[10, 40] or issuing fact-check requests [36]. Coe et al. discuss
how people use such lightweight discussion system features
in place of explicit disagreement: “[...] users often used this
thumbs up/down metric in place of expressing explicit agreement/disagreement within the text of a comment.” [10, pg.
676]
This leaves open the question of when people do add a comment to a discussion thread that prioritizes views counter to
their own, whether their tendency toward avoidance translates
to responses that are less coherent with the existing discussion.
Drawing on cognitive dissonance theory, we argue that participating in a comment thread prioritizing “agreeable” content
[53] will be more pleasant [20, 23] than one that presents
disagreement, and that people will be more willing and able
to coherently engage an existing discussion that is on comfortable, familiar ground. Further, we would expect people who
disagree to tend to change the topic in order to reduce conflict
between the expressed positions and their own.
Hypothesis: Contributions to a policy discussion are more
likely to cohere when participants are exposed to a thread that
prioritizes comments that match their initial position.

A total of 408 Turkers accepted the pilot HIT, of whom 292
completed it (72%). Participants averaged 35 years old and
about half identified as female; about 80% were U.S.-based.
Participants were randomly assigned to one of the four conditions varying the comment box position and the discussion
thread length. Participants were more likely to enter a comment when exposed to the longer discussion thread (OR 9.914,
p < 0.001). We found no effect of the comment box position
on the likelihood to enter a comment. We decided to place the
comment text box below the thread (as in Figure 1) based on
eye-tracking research about how people read and skim articles
online [18] with the hope that it would increase the likelihood
of reading and engaging with other comments.
Materials

We developed the policy information presented in the discussion interface based on a summary of the AMT Participation Agreement around rejected “Human Intelligence Tasks”
(HITs) posted by Requesters. A key concern for Turkers is
whether a Requester accepts their work on a HIT [47], as the
AMT Participation Agreement grants this power to Requesters
with no recourse for workers.
We chose this specific policy topic because it has a direct
impact on Turkers’ everyday lives [46, 32, 34, 47] and therefore increases the ecological validity of the study. Based on
suggestions by Turkers in a prior study [47], we proposed
two changes to the policy. In the first, partial payment, Turkers would be paid for parts of the work that were considered
acceptable by the Requester. In the second, second chance,
Turkers would have the opportunity to fix their errors in a
rejected HIT.
We constructed the experiment so that the policy summary
material (left pane of Figure 1) presented both partial payment and second chance; however, the comments that were
seeded into the discussion thread (right pane) were exclusively
about partial payment. We did this because there was more
disagreement about the partial payment proposal, and because
by focusing the discussion topics on partial payment, we were
able to easily identify when new topics or structuring topics,
like second chance, were introduced to the discussion.

METHOD

We examine the relationship between comment curation, level
of agreement, and coherence in an online policy discussion via
an experiment with Turkers participating in a policy discussion
about the AMT participation agreement.
Interface Design

We used a discussion forum interface modeled after RegulationRoom, a platform for civic engagement in public policymaking [61]. The interface included two panels: a summary
of the AMT Participation Agreement and proposals to amend
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To populate the discussion thread, we selected 20 comments
contributed in the prior study [49], half in favor of and half
opposed to partial payment. We then chose three comments
pro- and three anti-partial payment as the focus comments
that would be initially visible, according to the experimental
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Figure 1. The experiment interface, showing the policy summary on the left and the discussion thread on the right. The three comments that are initially
visible and closest to the textbox are controlled to be either pro- or anti- the partial payment proposal.

condition. We added timestamps to make the discussion look
recent and assigned pseudonyms (a concatenated color and
animal, e.g., @blueMonkey) to each seed comment.

of consensus among Turkers around the proposals that was
observed in prior research [47]. They were asked to rate their
initial position toward the two policy proposals on separate
5-item scales, from strongly disagree to strongly agree.

Participants and Recruitment

The HIT description recruited Turkers to test the user interface
of a new online discussion forum platform. To attract viewpoints from a broad audience of Turkers, we did not restrict
access to the HIT (e.g., to Turkers from specific countries or
with specific levels of experience).
A total of 201 Turkers accepted the HIT, with 147 completing it
(73%). On average, participants were 36 years old, about half
identified as female, and 77% were U.S.-based. Turkers were
paid $3 for their participation; the average time to completion
was 17 minutes, resulting in a pay rate of about $10 per hour,
a bit above the local state minimum wage. This payment
structure adheres to the WeAreDynamo guidelines for Fair
Payment in Academic Research1 .

Participants were then placed in the discussion forum. They
were able (but not required) to read a summary presentation
of the relevant part of the AMT Participation Agreement and
a description of the policy options, read a set of comments
seeded in the simulated discussion, and add comments of their
own. Participants were required to spend a minimum of one
minute in the experiment interface; the average dwell time was
4.9 minutes (SD 3.6).
Curation Conditions

Each participant was randomly assigned to one of the following two conditions, each presenting the same twenty seeded
comments, but sorted so that the first three comments emphasized different views toward partial payment (PP).
• Pro-PP: Three seed comments ordered closest to the comment text box presented support for partial payment.

Procedure

Upon accepting the HIT, participants were presented with a
pre-survey that asked about their Turking experience, variables
we used as controls in our quantitative analyses. They were
also directed to select a pseudonym similar to those in the seed
comments, using a random name generator that concatenated
colors with animal names, e.g., @blueMonkey.

• Anti-PP: Three seed comments ordered closest to the comment text box presented opposition to partial payment.
The specific comments for each condition are presented in
Table 1. We randomized the order of the three comments to
control for order effects and separately randomized the order of the other seventeen comments. We realize that binary
categorizations as pro and anti (or agreement and disagreement) are simplifications, and that real policy discussion and
positions are often more complicated. However, most prior
research and many real discussion contexts do have this binary flavor, so we adopt it as well; we will return to it in the
discussion.

Prior to entering the discussion interface, participants were
informed that the discussion would be “about what happens
when a HIT is rejected” and that as part of the experience they
will “have an opportunity to take part in the discussion.” We
informed participants that the intent is to help resolve a lack
1 http://wiki.wearedynamo.org/index.php/Guidelines_for_
Academic_Requesters
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The curated comments for each condition were selected because they share not only a similar position (Pro- or Anti-PP),
but to the extent possible, similar topics in the discussion. The
Pro-PP comments relate to the Partial Payment Amount (Topic
4 in our analysis; see Coding for Topic Coherence). The AntiPP comments relate to the Hands-Off Labor Market (Topic
5).

5. Hands-Off Labor Market: Amazon’s “hands-off” approach
to the labor market (e.g., partial payment could lead to more
rejections or low quality work)

While the comments are different in their position on partial
payment and topic, we did not control for other characteristics
of the comments (e.g., character length, expressiveness). Without an a priori argument about how positions on questions
about the AMT participation agreement would affect Turker
responses, we chose to expose Turker participants to these
positions in the unaltered words of other Turkers.

To identify when a comment made by a participant cohered
with topics in the discussion, we used a coding scheme based
on Stromer-Galley’s definition of topic coherence [66, 67].
Two coders independently categorized each comment as either “new topic” or assigned a set of Topic ID numbers (1-6)
identifying the topics referenced by a comment. The two
coders trained initially with a set of 95 comments, resolving
disagreements during the training period. Training continued
until the Cohen’s Kappa score for inter-rater reliability was
above 0.8 and then the coding was tested on a holdout set of
95 comments. The final Cohen’s Kappa score was 0.85.

Ethical considerations

Tasking AMT Turkers to discuss topics related to the AMT
Participation Agreement is a familiar research context for
studying systems that support policy engagement and deliberation [37, 38, 49, 62]. While this context is convenient, it
requires Turkers to respond to their unequal economic position in the AMT labor market [32, 34, 47]. Unlike traditional
labor markets, it is not clear how to address crowd work labor disputes through existing regulatory authorities [22], and
unlike other social platforms (e.g., Reddit [8]), Turkers are
not well positioned to effect change in AMT [62]. Performing research in this experimental context therefore has special
ethical circumstances that need to be considered.
We received IRB-approved informed consent from all participants and compensated their time based on Turker approved
standards for academic research [62]. We also implemented
several Turker-supported best practices for HIT design [48],
as it is important to remember that Turkers participate as part
of a task they perform for a reward. In addition to taking these
measures to treat participants fairly, we also worked with the
community manager at TurkerNation [46] to develop the specific policy language for the study to make the content of the
policy proposals relevant and engaging to the participating
Turkers. Finally, we indicated that our research group is not associated with Amazon and that the purpose of the experiment
was purely for research.
DATA ANALYSIS
Coding for Topic Coherence

6. HIT Specific Policies: Different protocols for different tasks
(e.g., Turkers should own or receive a base payment for
rejected creative work)

The following is a sample participant comment from the current study that coheres with Topic 4 (Partial Payment Amount):
“I think partial payment should be more like 85% rather than
10%. If you only get 10% for partial payment, then I’d probably rather just redo the HIT.” [P69]2
As an example of a comment that did not cohere with the
seeded comments: “I liked the idea of a second chance better
than partial payment. I would like the chance to fix my mistake
(if I make one). I’m honest. When I answer surveys, I read
every question. I don’t randomly just choose answers.” [P14]
This comment does not address the seeded topics, as it raises
the second chance proposal which was excluded from the discussion thread. The response is somewhat related to Topic
3 (Turker Quality), though it does not speak to the specific
concern that offering partial payment encourages low quality
work. Unlike the prior example, the response does not provide
any contextual markers that connect it to any existing interaction topic, such as the brief comparison of 10% vs. 85% that
indicates that the prior comment coheres with Topic 4.
Metrics
Response Variable

The response variable used the above coding scheme to examine if a comment coheres with topics in the discussion or
not.

The twenty seed comments were chosen to cover six topics
identified based on 1092 Turker comments from a prior study
[47] using an affinity diagramming analysis process:

• Coherence (relating to existing topics): A hand-coded binary variable at the comment level capturing whether the
comment coheres to one of the six topics addressed by the
existing seeded comments.

1. HIT Design: Unclear instructions or acceptance standards
and technical errors should result in partial payment

Independent Variables

2. Requester Communication: Lack of Requester-to-Turker
communication

Independent variables were based on the experimental conditions and initial survey responses to the partial payment
proposal.

3. Turker Quality: Low quality Turker work should not be
paid (e.g., completed too quickly, robot accounts)

• Curation Condition (Pro-PP, Anti-PP): Captures whether
participants were exposed to a discussion prioritizing comments that were pro- or anti-partial payment.

4. Partial Payment Amount: Proposes an amount or scheme
for implementing partial payment (e.g., 10%, 25%, 50%)

2 Comments are associated with a unique identifier of the participant
ranging from P1 to P147.
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Pro-Partial Payment Condition
#995: “I mean, for work of creative nature, a base pay should
be fixed. If the requester keeps and uses the work, he should
pay more.”
#1094: “perhaps there should be a template list of general
criteria that every requester and turker must be aware of. If
what is on the list is met by both parties but the requester
is unsatisfied the turker gets paid 50% and his/her general
rating is not damaged.”
#1136: “I believe that Turkers should receive atleast 25% of
the task (if less than $5.00) or 10% (if more than $5.00) if it
is rejected. However, they would need to have atleast shown
effort and not just sped through the task. I’ve spent quite some
time on a few tasks only to be rejected for something that
was not clearly stated in the rules or was completely false. I
believe their should atleast be an appeal system.”

Anti-Partial Payment Condition
#976: “No. Turker won’t get any partial payment. If he
completes the hit with prescribed instructions ,then he will get
full pay otherwise rejection.”
#1119: “Allowing partial payment is a slippery slope, since
some requesters would simply reject and give partial pay
to almost everyone, citing the quality of their responses or
whatever. What we need is real moderation from Amazon
when there’s real abuse of the system, instead of telling us it’s
between us and the requester and not their problem.”
#1342: “There should absolutely be clearer standards for
rejecting hits and those standards should be put forth to the
worker up front. Workers should be able to discuss why the hit
was rejected and also able to make a case for any problem or
mistake made. Unless the requester can prove that a worker
was clearly just hurrying through I think a rejected work
should be paid in full. If we start accepting partial payments
for rejected work it will lead to requesters looking for anything
to reject and then paying less than they had advertised. It
could be a sticky downward spiral.”

Table 1. Comments selected to emphasize alternate views toward partial payment (PP) in the thread curation experimental conditions.

• Initial Position (Support, Neutral, Oppose): Participants
who rated their position toward partial payment as strongly
agree or agree were coded as support; those who rated as
strongly disagree or disagree were coded as oppose; others
were coded as neutral.

• Rejected HITs: In the pre-discussion survey, participants
estimated the total number of HITs they have had rejected.
We centered and standardized this variable, such that a
one unit increase in Rejected HITs reflects a one standard
deviation increase in the variable.

For modeling “simple agreement” (see Table 4) we combine
the Curation Condition with Initial Position into a single
Matching Preference variable.

At the comment level, we controlled for comment length.
• Total Words: Total number of words in a comment, centered
and standardized in the same way as Rejected HITs.

• Matching Preference (True, False): Captures whether the
participant’s Initial Position matched the Curation Condition (i.e., Support x Pro-PP or Opposed x Anti-PP). For this
analysis of simple agreement, we removed participants with
a “Neutral” view.
Control Variables

At the participant level, we controlled for participants’ selfefficacy, geographic location, and their past experience with
rejections.
• Self-efficacy: Eight scale items of generalized self-efficacy
and confidence in one’s own abilities and skills [9] were
averaged into a single measure (Cronbach’s α = 0.93). In
prior research, newcomers to an online policy discussion
with high assessments of their own self-efficacy contributed
comments that were longer and more responsive to the
policy topics [49].3

Statistical Models

As some participants made multiple comments, we treated
participant as a mixed-effects nesting variable to account for
non-independence. Mixed-effects logistic regressions were
used to predict topic coherence at the comment level, as a
binomial distribution was appropriate for the binary response
variable. Model-level significance was evaluated using the loglikelihood ratio test, the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC),
and the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC).
The model coefficients are interpreted as the expected change
that each independent variable contributes to the logits of the
response variable. In the findings we exponentiate the logits
to present the odds ratios. Odds ratios can be interpreted as
the change in the response variable expected from a one-unit
increase to an independent variable, holding others constant.

• Country: A binary variable coded as 1 for United Statesbased participants and 0 for others.
3 We chose to use generalized self-efficacy as opposed to a context
specific self-efficacy measure because research shows feelings of
ability can translate across contexts [2]. Further, our task required
multiple specific efficacy constructs (e.g., reading efficacy, writing
efficacy, political efficacy); if we were to choose one, it is unclear
which would be the most appropriate to measure, and measuring
several would introduce extra burden on participants.
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However, when evaluating the effect of an interaction, the
coefficient estimated for the interaction is added to the main
effect of the interacted variable. The combined effect of the
interaction can then be exponentiated to present the effect as
an odds ratio, i.e., exp(main effect + interacted effect). After
a model is fit to the data, the model can be used to estimate
the expected likelihood of the dependent variable at various
levels and combinations of the coefficients—these expected
values are in terms of predicted marginal means. We use a
Tukey-based pairwise comparison of the expected marginal
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Participation
Accepted HITs
Completed HITs
Commented
Total Comments
Control Variables
Self-Efficacy (Mean, SD)
Country: US-based (Count, Percent)
Rejected HITs (Mean, SD)
Total Words (Mean, SD)
Initial Positions for Partial Payment
Support
Neutral
Oppose
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Count
201
147
139
155

Coherence
Est (SE) OR
Curation Condition and Initial Positions
(Intercept)
-2.691 (1.54) 0.067 .
Matching Preference
1.088 (0.44) 2.970 *
Control characteristics
Self-Efficacy
0.691 (0.54) 1.995
Country: International -0.338 (0.57) 0.713
Rejected HITs
-0.328 (0.71) 0.720
Total Words
0.408 (0.18) 1.503 *
Log likelihood
-70.02 (df=7)

2.7 (0.46)
122 (82.9%)
84.54 (258.43)
296.8 (239.41)
# Participants
53 (33.1%)
39 (28.1%)
55 (38.6%)

Table 4. Fixed-effects logistic regression predicting the likelihood that
participants will engage specific seeded discussion topics when their expressed preference matches the curation condition (i.e., Pro-PP x Support, Anti-PP x Opposed).
p-value significance: *** 0.001; ** 0.01; * 0.05; . 0.1;

Table 2. Descriptive statistics capturing participation in the experiment,
control characteristics, and details about participant initial position for
partial payment prior to the discussion stage of the experiment.

Opposed Positions were Overall Less Coherent

Participants
Total Comments
Coherent

Pro-PP
74
81
38

Anti-PP
73
74
34

However, the significant Intercept in Table 4 and relatively
weak significance of the Matching Preference covariate indicate that the model is missing a good deal of variance. Thus,
we next examine a model that distinguishes between participants’ initial positions (Table 5). This analysis shows that
beyond agreement or disagreement, initial position matters.
Participants Opposed to partial payment were significantly
less likely to post responses that cohere with the discussion
topics than those who Support it (OR = 0.173, p < 0.01). Further, Opposed participants in the Anti-PP condition, who see
comments they agree with, were significantly more likely to
cohere than in Pro-PP: exp(-1.753 + 2.224) = 1.600 OR (p
< 0.01). This finding aligns with the primary argument, that
agreement and coherence go hand in hand, although initial
position also helps predict coherence.

Total
147
155
72

Table 3. Descriptive statistics capturing the count of participants, comments, and coherent comments in each curation condition (Pro-PP, AntiPP). Almost 95% of participants contributed a comment.

means to examine the interactions within the models (using a
95% confidence interval).
FINDINGS
Descriptive Overview

Table 2 presents the descriptive statistics for the study. As part
of our question is whether initial position might influence behavior, we first confirm that the distribution of initial positions
was not significantly different between the curation conditions:
χ 2 (2, 147) = 3.013, p = 0.2217.
Table 3 reports the number of participants, comments, and
coherent comments by condition. Although the task instructions explicitly did not require participants to leave a comment,
most participants did so, with just under half cohering with
existing topics (46.4%). We found no significant difference in
the likelihood to make a comment by condition: χ 2 (1, 147) =
1.9e-29, p = 1. Therefore, we focus on the likelihood to cohere
with the existing topics within the discussion thread.
Agreeing with Curated Position Increased Coherence

The data support our hypothesis that presenting participants
with content that matches their initial position increases the
likelihood of contributions that cohere with the existing discussion topics. Comments made by participants whose initial
position matched the curation condition were 2.970 times
more likely to cohere with the existing discussion (p < 0.05,
see Table 4). This mirrors HCI research about recommending
content that is agreeable [53] and similar to what a user already
likes [1, 57].
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Effects of Initial Position were Asymmetrical

Because interaction effects where there are multiple levels can
be tricky to evaluate, we next applied a Tukey-based pairwise
comparison of each of the variable levels (e.g., comparing
coherence likelihood between initial Neutral and Support positions, while keeping the curation condition fixed at AntiPP). Figure 2 graphically depicts the analysis as a predicted
marginal means interaction plot between discussion curation
(Pro-PP and Anti-PP) and initial position for partial payment
(Support, Neutral, Oppose).
Two main points emerge out of this analysis. First, the Pro-PP
curation condition generated significantly more coherent contributions from those with Neutral or Support initial positions
compared to those Opposed, 7.054 times (p < 0.01) and 5.292
times, (p < 0.05) respectively, while the Anti-PP curation condition did not show this difference. Second, the main driver
of this effect is those with an Opposed initial position, as
their contributions were significantly less likely to cohere, by
0.228 times (p < 0.01) in the Pro-PP condition versus Anti-PP.
This difference between the conditions does not occur in other
cases.
DISCUSSION, IMPLICATIONS, AND LIMITATIONS

At a high level, the findings confirm our hypotheses that curating a discussion thread to match a participant’s preferences
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Coherence
Est (SE) OR
Curation Condition
(Intercept)
-1.215 (1.26) 0.296
Anti-PP
-0.850 (0.60) 0.427
Initial Position for Partial Payment
Neutral
0.208 (0.65) 1.232
Opposed
-1.753 (0.64) 0.173 **
Control characteristics
Self-Efficacy
0.615 (0.42) 1.850
Country: International -0.597 (0.53) 0.550
Rejected HITs
-0.568 (0.76) 0.566
Total Words
0.443 (0.17) 1.557 **
Interaction (Curation Condition x Initial Position)
Anti-PP x Neutral
0.043 (0.92) 1.286
Anti-PP x Opposed
2.224 (0.85) 1.600 **
Log likelihood
-94.41 (df=10)
Table 5. Fixed-effects logistic regression predicting the likelihood that
participant responses will cohere with specific seeded discussion topics.
Initial Position terms are by comparison to Support for partial payment
and Curation features are by comparison to the Pro-PP condition, both
of which are baselines in the Intercept. The odds ratios reflect the exponentiation of the estimates for each feature.
p-value significance: *** 0.001; ** 0.01; * 0.05; . 0.1;

increases the likelihood of contributions that cohere with the
existing discussion. This observation extends existing research
about how people prefer content that agrees with their preferences [42, 53, 57], by demonstrating how curation can affect
whether new contributions cohere with or diverge from the existing discussion. However, the effect of comment curation and
participant preference was asymmetrical: people who support
partial payment were much more likely to engage coherently
with the conversation when they saw comments curated to
present the Anti-PP position, compared to people opposed to
partial payment who saw the Pro-PP curation condition.
This observation implies that curating primarily for position
consistency led us (and presumably, will lead others) to downplay other aspects of comments and contributors that might
affect people’s coherent engagement with diverse perspectives
on a policy issue. For instance, Munson and Resnick found
that reaction to individual items in a curated list of news articles depended not only on that single item but also on the
others surrounding it [53]. Moving towards implementation,
the discussion platform ConsiderIt [37] allows an individual
user to adopt a variety of arguments both for and against any
given policy decision.
This brings back to our choice of binarizing positions and
comments on the policy into a pro versus anti framing, as
such work shows how, in practice, reactions rarely occur in
response to a single, isolated policy proposal. (Indeed, for that
reason we originally planned to examine both second chance
and partial payment rather than focusing on just one proposal.
However, that plan was ultimately discarded, both due to the
complexity of the analysis and the limited comparability to
prior work.)
Taken together, these results and work suggest that research
and design around engaging with disagreement would benefit
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Figure 2. Predicted marginal means interaction plot between discussion
curation (Pro-PP and Anti-PP) and initial position for partial payment
(Support, Neutral, Oppose). Linear predictions are given on a log scale
and reflect the estimated probability of a topic engagement.

from more nuanced views and analyses of how and why people
agree or disagree with the positions proposed. Tools such as
ConsiderIt, or argument analysis techniques from the area of
natural language processing, could lead in fruitful directions
for better supporting contentious policy discussions.
Curating for openness rather than agreement?

Our results also raise an important caveat around comment
curation: curating comments risks systematically excluding
viewpoints. The general versions of this are familiar: popularity tends to curate for and perpetuate majority opinion;
personalization tends to curate for agreement, which may increase engagement but primarily with like-minded people [57].
In our case, although people in all conditions were equally
likely to contribute a comment, people who were Opposed
to partial payment were much less likely to cohere with the
current discussion (especially when presented with Pro-PP
arguments)—and contributions seen as off-topic are often ignored.
In this experiment, one possible driver of the asymmetry was a
difference in the specificity of the featured Pro-PP and Anti-PP
comments. Pro-PP was more specific around implementation
decisions—i.e., setting the right level of partial payment—
while Anti-PP comments were more general, describing how
the partial payment proposal would have damaging effects
on workers by giving HIT Requesters more room to reject
requests.
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We posit a parallel to how high fidelity interface prototypes
tend to elicit comments about specific design elements, versus
napkin sketches that give more room for considering the overall interaction [7]. Proposals that focus attention on specific
implementation details will tend to concentrate attention on
those details, arguably leaving less room for coherent discussion on topics where there is disagreement than more open
discussions of the policy context. Opponents seeing Pro-PP
curation may also have felt like they were joining the planning
committee for a distasteful proposal—an unlikely scenario
for effective, coherent contributions—while supporters seeing
Anti-PP curation may have felt like their opinion on the issue
still contributed to its deliberation.
In an attempt to integrate topic coherence [67] with common
definitions of deliberation, such as careful weighing of diverse perspectives [6, 26, 66], we suggest that discussion and
deliberation moderators might want to encourage (support)
coherent disagreement: a thread of comments that consistently
contribute to a careful weighing of differing perspectives on
a topic. Designing to support coherent disagreement might
imply highlighting content that leaves more room for debate
(just as good interviewers, and bad lawyers, ask open-ended
questions). How well this strategy for promoting coherent
disagreement would work is an open question—choosing a
controlled, one-shot experiment on one topic means we cannot
make strong claims to generality or ecological validity—as
is the question of what properties of a comment would invite
openness.
Still, the idea has potential and is worth further study, both at
the level of individual comments and of groups of them. Online discussion moderation means managing a stream of comments, often one at a time [14, 39, 40], or engaging specific
comments to learn more about the experience of specific commenters [61, 21]. Supporting coherent disagreement might
mean curating (or moderating) sets of comments based on
characteristics of the group: expressing a range of positions,
possessing topical coherence as a group, affording overall
openness to discussion, representing a diversity of stakeholders, and so on.
Changing curation strategies and metrics over time

Another consideration is that the goals of a deliberation change
over time—and another reading of the curated comments in
this study is that the Pro-PP condition presented the deliberation as farther along than the Anti-PP condition. As the state of
a deliberation transitions from investigating a common problem, to eliciting a range of potential ideas, to critiquing the
ideas and refining them into a single proposal, each transition
starts to impose constraints on the discussion topics. Thus,
the discussion naturally tends to narrow through proposal development, making it harder to make coherent contributions,
especially for those who disagree with the fundamental approach rather than with some implementation detail.
The shifting nature of policy discussion and deliberation group
tasks over time suggest that curation strategies and metrics
should likely change with them. We focused on coherence in
this paper because it is understudied [24] and because talkingwith the existing discussion is a common value in many policy
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discussions [12]. However, our measure of coherence is only
appropriate for some goals. In our definition, the opposite
of being coherent was not “incoherent”, but could include
introducing novel topics and ideas; such divergent thinking
has real value at many stages of many group processes [17,
16].
More generally, work around curation—including this paper—
has tended to focus on the specific problem of curation to
support engagement with disagreement. This is an important
problem to be sure, but is a small part of a much wider range
of deliberation desiderata [6, 26, 33]. One might curate (or
moderate) for many of these values, including civility and quality [68], soliciting both objective and subjective descriptions
[45], supporting both social and task processes [26], eliciting
both logical arguments and situated experiences and stories
[58, 61], and so on. Curating for disagreement might come
at the expense of other goals such as civility, social affect,
or solidarity; putting disagreement at the center leaves these
other important concerns at the margin.
CONCLUSION

Online discussions about policy are shaped by the ways that
contributors dynamically add to, expand on, or divert attention away from existing topics in the discussion. Here we
operationalize this dynamic by measuring coherence with the
interactional topics in an online discussion, and predict higher
levels of coherence when participants are exposed to a comment thread that prioritizes positions of the policy that match
their own preference. However, we observed an asymmetric relationship between preference and curation, which implies that
curating primarily for or against consistency with a poster’s
current position may overlook other important aspects of comments, including their openness to coherent deliberation, that
might affect people’s willingness to engage coherently with
diverse perspectives on a policy issue.
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